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An Autumnal Message 

 

“The trees act not as individuals, but somehow  
as a collective. Exactly how they do this, we 
don’t yet know. But what we see is the power  
of unity. What happens to one happens to us 
all. We can starve together or feast together.” 
-Robin Wall Kimmerer 
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Our Mission 
The mission of the National 
Association for Interpretation 
(NAI) is to inspire leadership 
and excellence to advance 
heritage interpretation as a 
profession. 
 
Visit: www.interpnet.com   
for more information. 

About The Naturalist  
The Naturalist is published quarterly 
by the Interpretive Naturalist Section 
of NAI. It is published on each equinox 
and solstice. 

Share Your Content 
Your content is welcome anytime. 
Send any articles, poems, photos, or 
news to Newsletter Editor, John Miller 
at interpretivenaturalist@gmail.com. 
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Director Corner 
 
 
 
 

                        Section Director Mary Loan 
 

       Welcome Fall! 
 

 

 know a lot of you are welcoming the cooler 
nights (and days) with it finally turning to 
fall. The leaves are starting to turn colors at  

higher elevations and I’m sure some of you are 
planning some “leaf peeping” trips—or possibly 
answers lots of questions from visitors who are 
planning to see the fall colors. So many times, 
hearing “when will the peak be?”, as if we all 
have a magical fall colors crystal ball! Oh, 
wait—you didn’t get yours? Must be hung up in 
shipping!!   
 

This reminds me that our visitors look to us as 
that “all-knowing person” who is leading their 
tour or answering questions in the visitor 
center. What a great place to be!  But it can 
also be a little nerve-wracking, especially for 
our newer interpreters. But even new 
interpreters can help our visitors learn, so don’t 
be shy!   
 
 

Expertise Directory 
 
 
 
 

My very first interpretive program happened 
suddenly—I had been volunteering at my site 
for a couple of weeks (just a few hours a week, 
because I had another full-time job) and we 
were expecting a school group. The Ranger 
who was scheduled to give the program for the 
students tripped and fell in the parking lot on 
his way to meet the class. He wasn’t seriously 
injured, but did have a small, bleeding cut on 
his face and wasn’t able to give the program.  
Guess who the only other person on site that 
day was who had ANY interpretive training—
yep…me. Fingers pointed at me, and I heard 
“you have to do it, you’re the only one who 
can.” I had followed along on a tour or two, 
and studied up, but I wasn’t planning to give 
any school programs for a while. I wasn’t 
ready. I hadn’t prepped. I couldn’t give a 
program--yikes! And yet, there I was, leading a 
group of 30 fourth graders around our site.   
 

During the entire program, I kept hearing the 
voice in my head saying “what am I forgetting?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I 



What am I forgetting? I know I am forgetting so 
much information.” At the time, I felt like I did a 
terrible job, but I was able to look back a few 
years later and realize that while it may not have 
been a perfect program in my eyes, the students 
enjoyed themselves and learned some things. 
Honestly, what else could we 
ask for as an interpreter? 
 
I tell you that story for two 
reasons: Don’t freak out when 
put into an uncomfortable 
position—you can do it!! Even 
on your first day as an 
interpreter or naturalist you 
have valuable things to share. 
And I truly believe that as an 
interpreter at any level you can 
help your visitors learn 
something at your site, and they 
can leave with those bits of 
knowledge and a fond memory 
of “the ranger”. I think that too often we want to 
be perfect (I know I do) and “tell all the things” 
and we feel disappointed that we can’t share 
every nugget of information in our heads with 
every single visitor, but sometimes a few nuggets 
are all our visitors need to spark that interest and 
desire to learn more.  And never be afraid to say 
“You know, I don’t know the answer to that 
question, but let me look it up”—your visitors 
will appreciate the effort, whether you can pull a 
book out of the library right then or send them a 
follow-up email later. Trust me! 
 
Fall is a time of change, and I hope that our  
naturalists who are soon leaving their seasonal 
jobs will find something fulfilling during the 
winter and have time to recharge and that our 
full-time naturalists have a chance to breathe 
before the next busy season, whether that is 
tomorrow or next spring.  And remember all the 
visitors that you have helped to connect with 
your resource—you have done a great job! 

Speaking of change, have you seen the great 
changes on our NAI website? Have you logged 
into the Interpreters Forum? It is such a great 
new addition to NAI and a great place to network 
and share ideas with one another. Soon there 
will also be a way to find or volunteer to be a 

mentor for other interpreters. 
We will also soon have an 
Interpretive Naturalist Section 
page on the Forum where we 
can share all kinds of tips and 
tricks and information with one 
another. The Forum is run by 
YOU, so let’s make it a great 
resource for all of us.   
 
Don’t forget to vote in the NAI 
Elections. You should have 
received a ballot (or multiple 
ballots, depending on which 
Sections/Regions you are 
associated with) in your email. If 

you haven’t received your ballot, contact the 
national office and they will make sure you get it. 
Voting closes on October 6, so be sure to get 
your response in before then. And thanks for 
guiding the future of NAI and the Interpretive 
Naturalist Section.  
 
And don’t forget to register for the National 
Conference in Cleveland—it is going to Rock!!    I 
hope to see many of you at our Section meeting 
and throughout the conference. It is such a great 
place to network and learn from your fellow 
interpreters. And if you can’t make it to the 
conference in person, there is a virtual option 
also. You can find more information on the NAI 
website. 
 
I hope you all have the best Fall you can! Enjoy 
the cooler weather and warm drinks and 
sweaters! 
 

Mary     

I think that too often we 

want to be perfect (I know I 

do) and “tell all the things” 

and we feel disappointed 

that we can’t share every 

nugget of information in our 

heads with every single 

visitor, but sometimes a few 

nuggets are all our visitors 

need to spark that interest 

and desire to learn more. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trivia Night 
Line Up 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

 
 

Instagram Account 
Follow us at @naiinterpretivenaturalist 
 

The Interpretive Naturalist Section would 
like to highlight your story and your work! 
Each month, our Instagram account features 
an InterpretiveNaturalist of the Month. 
Want to be our IN of the month? Email 3-4 
photos and a brief bio: how you decided to 
go into the field, your favorite interpretive 
place or program, hopes for the future, and 
anything else you’d like to share to Sabrina 
Deschamps or Kathryn Borowicz at 
interpretivenaturalist@gmail.com. 
 

Trivia Night Swag Sponsors 
Want to share more about your company or organization and offer prizes to our worthy game night winners? 
Consider being a Trivia Night Swag Sponsor. Contact: Monique Thompson, interpretivenaturalist@gmail.com 
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What is it? 

Hint: This biennial 

flower has a ‘royal’ 

name. While it is 

found in nearly all 

the lower 48 US 

states it is from 

Eurasia. Answer is on 

page 19. 

Get Involved! 
 

October 6th  
 

8 pm Eastern; 7 pm Central;  
6 pm Mountain; 5 pm Pacific 

Melissa Blank 

The World’s Obsession with the 
Theobroma cacao Tree 

Melissa Blank, Assistant Site Superintendent at 
the Nathan and Olive Boone Homestead State 
Historic Site in SW Missouri, will be our speaker.  
Theobroma cacao. Those two words identify 
one of the most unique trees in the entire 
world. Join Food Historian, Melissa Blank as she 
introduces the history of one of the longest 
domesticated plants in human history and the 
worldwide obsession that chocolate holds 
through present day. 

 

 November 3rd  
 

8 pm Eastern; 7 pm Central;  
6 pm Mountain; 5 pm Pacific 

To Be Announced 
 

If you would like to present a 
15–20 minute presentation for 
November, please contact us at 
interpretivenaturalist@gmail.com. 

 

There will be no Trivia Night 
in December 

 
We hope you attend the  NAI 
National Conference in Cleveland. 

 

2023 Trivia Night 
Presenters Needed 

 

Consider giving a 15-20 
minute presentation about 
any aspect of nature. We 
would love to put you on the 
2023 schedule. This is a great 
way to gain more experience 
and introduce yourself to our 
amazing IN Section members.  
 
Contact us at 
interpretivenaturalist@gmail.com. 

Trivia Night Line Up 
 



Virtual Conference 
 

Review of the 2022 IN Section  
       Virtual Conference 
 

 Thank You for making it another success! 
 
The IN Section’s 2022 Virtual Conference had 121 
registrations; this is larger than last year. Thanks to 
your attendance, we were able to sponsor a 
scholarship to this year’s National Conference in 
Cleveland. We could not have done this without 
your support. 
 

THANK YOU goes to our presenters:  
Pete Stobie Keynote Speaker: Keep it Simple; Make it 
Fun!  
Paul Caputo Chat with Acting NAI Executive Director 

Jerrel Geisler Human/Wildlife Interactions Interpreting 
Your Backyard 
Lindsey Crews & Marlies Tumolo Mission: Iconic 
Reefs- Bringing Science and the Community Together 
for Coral Reefs 

Sabrina Dechamps & Kaitie Janecke Soltesz & AJ 
Chlebnik Which Track? Career, Interpretive 
Community, or Part-time/Seasonal Work? 

Francheska Lamb Stewardship in Action 
Adrienne Provenzano Nature Stories ABC's - Start 
Where You Are and Create A Book! 
Michael Hawk & Dr. Merav Vonshak Using 
iNaturalist to Drive Conservation and Connection 
Terry Joyce, Deb Nofzinger, & Tom Mullin  
NAI Board Members and Cleveland Committee  
Daniel Ogletree Visual Art: A Powerful Interpretive 
Tool 

David Ford & Amanda Wroblewski Environmental 
Education in a World of Trauma 

John Miller Out on a Limb; Interpreters Quiz 
Jill Spealman Using Haiku to Tune In to Nature 
Max Offerman Interpreting Climate Emotions: How 
everyday people make big changes 
Still On the Hill – Donna and Kelly Mullhollan 
Keynote Concert: Words on Birds 

 
 

THANK YOU to Virtual Field Trip providers: 
Virtual Manatee Habitat Tour Jason Robertshaw - 
Mote Marine Laboratory & Aquarium; Sarasota, FL 

Gorman Heritage Farm Virtual Tour: Where 
Nature and Nurture Meet Tess Renusch - Gorman 
Heritage Farm; Cincinnati, OH 

Tour our pollinator garden! Rhana Paris - North 
Carolina Aquarium-Roanoke Island; Manteo, NC 
Worldwide Turtle Survival Projects Jordan Gray – 
Turtle Survival Alliance; Charleston, SC 
Busch Gardens Serengeti Safari Miguel Reynel - 
Busch Gardens Tampa; Tampa, FL 

Antelope Island State Park in the Great Salt Lake, 
Utah Bridgette Leaverton - State of Utah; Layton, UT 

  
Congratulations to Gina Sando for being the 
winner of the “Out on a Limb” Interpreters Quiz. 
She received a $75 Acorn Naturalist gift card for 
being the top scorer on the quiz. 
 

THANK YOU, Officers and Committee 
Members,: 
Lori Spencer (Conference Chair) Mary Loan 
Monique Thompson  Adrianne Johnson 
Sabrina Deschamps  Kathryn Borowicz 
Ken Forman   John Miller 
 

FEEDBACK 
If you are interested in presenting next year, 
providing feedback, or helping with next year’s 
conference please contact the IN Section Officers 
at interpretivenaturalist@gmail.com. 
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 The Sitting Tree 
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  EMP NOW 
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 Mystified 
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 Earthstar 
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Nature Photos 
 

Photos from John Miller 

Photos from Joseph Gerans 
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Fall Colors at Echo Bluff on the James River.  
Galena, Missouri USA 

Orange Orb Weaver spider on Beauty Berry plant.  
Branson, Missouri USA 

We welcome photo submissions for The Naturalist newsletter. 



 Tom Mullin Article 

 

 

By Tom Mullin 
 

 love Fall in New England for many 
reasons.  The colors, warm days and 
cool nights, the tourists are leaving, and 

we have a bit of a break from the hectic 
summer season.  But another reason is the 
annual delivery of the entries from the 
National Outdoor Book Awards program 
 
For over 20 years now I have been 
fortunate to be a judge for this literature 
book awards program.  Started years ago, 
to celebrate the finest in outdoor literature, 
it is now recognized as a top awards 
program that can be a real impact for 
writers of nature and outdoor subjects. It is 
a great day when I get my shipment of 
books in late August, but it also means I 
have a lot of reviewing and reading to do 
before the deadline of mid-October.   These 
days I am judging 4 categories of books: 
Nature and the Environment (books that 
have a blend of writing and 
graphics/pictures), Natural History 
Literature, Nature Guides and Journeys 

(new category that celebrates the travels 
and adventures in outdoor settings).  There 
are numerous other categories, those just 
happen to be the ones I am lucky to review.  
 
Benefits. Well, I don't get paid, but I do get 
to keep all the books.  With an average of 
50-60 books a year, this has meant that 
they have become the foundation of my 
professional library.  I can safely say that 
being a judge has kept me abreast of the 
best in environmental writing over the 
years. 
 
Like to learn more about past winners or 
the entire project. Check out the National 
Outdoor Book Awards website at   
http://www.noba-web.org/. You really 
can't go wrong on any of the final winners 
or runners up 
 
Contact me at tom.d.mullin@gmail.com if 
you have any questions 
 

 

 

I 

Fall and the National 

Outdoor Book Awards 
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  Wyoming 
 

 

 

yoming State Parks, Historic Sites, and 

Trails have teamed up several times 

this summer with Audubon Rockies and 

the University of Wyoming Biodiversity Institute 

for Citizen Science projects including the Wyoming 

Naturalist Program and several Bioblitz 

opportunities. One of those opportunities took 

place the weekend of July 15-17, 2022, during 

which 7 parks participated in an iNaturalist 

Bioblitz. Some parks hosted hikes while others set 

up moth lights all in an effort to identify plant and 

animal species throughout Wyoming. 

iNaturalist is an app where the public has the 

chance to help scientists by taking pictures and 

recording information about the plant and animal 

life in the location, they are in. It’s an accurate and 

free way to have help identifying that unknown 

bug your saw or figuring out the beautiful flower 

that’s blooming! A similar app, by the makers of 

iNaturalist, is the Seek app. It was created as a kids 

version of iNaturalist where they are able to 

identify plants and animals through the picture 

that they take. They can also earn badges for 

different 

identification 

achievements. 

These apps are 

identification 

tools that 

everyone can 

use all year 

long and I encourage you to check them out if you 

haven’t already. 

 

 

 

 49-minute film was released in June 2022 

and features the Wind River Reservation 

located in Fremont County, WY. 

 

 

 

 

 

“The Shoshone people have lived on the eastern 

slope of Wyoming’s Wind River Range for more 

than 10,000 years. The Wind River, which flows 

through their homeland, has deep meaning for 

them and the Northern Arapaho, the tribe they 

now share this land with. The water is crucial to 

their way of life, history, and customs. After 

hundreds of years of witnessing their waters, lands 

and culture come under constant attack, there is 

hope that an outdoor-based, sustainable 

recreational economy could flourish here.” 

(Patagonia, 2022) 

To watch the film: Click HERE 

To learn more about the film: 

https://www.patagonia.com/stories/tribal-

waters/video-122646.html  

Patagonia. 2022. “Tribal Waters.” Filmed by Teton 

Gravity Research presented by Patagonia. 

Released June 2022. 

https://www.patagonia.ca/stories/tribal-

waters/video- 122646.html . 

 

W A 

News from Wyoming State Parks 
 

Information and photos from Linley Mayer 

iNaturalist Bioblitz 

 

Tribal Waters video by Patagonia 

and Teton Gravity Research 
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 Steve Mueller Tribute 
 

 

 

 
By Ray Novotny, Naturalist Emeritus 
Mill Creek MetroParks 
 

 

 

“I was greatly impressed when I met a 
park ranger at Glacier National Park. It was 
then when I decided I wanted to be a 
ranger.” - Steve, circa 1958 
 

 owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to Ranger 
Steve: Forty years ago, this late summer, he left 
his position at Morningside Nature Center in 

Gainesville, Florida, creating an opening for my 
now cherished two-year sojourn in the subtropics. 
 
I eventually learned Steve had relocated to The 
Sunshine State to combine full-time work at 
Morningside with a doctoral program at University 
of Florida, under eminent lepidopterist Thomas 
Emmel. But as summer 1982 moved along, he 
prognosticated that such a demanding schedule 
would leave little time to spend with his two young 
daughters, and so he returned to his native 
Wolverine State to teach high school biology and 
earth science. Those were but two years of his 
half-century career (paid and unpaid). 

We finally met at NAI’s first national workshop in 
San Diego in October 1988, perhaps on the field 
trip to the world-famous San Diego Zoo. He was a 
Founder, eventually a Life Member, and years later 
a Certified Interpretive Guide. 
 
Steve’s congratulatory message to me in 2009 
about recognition I’d received from the Roger Tory 
Peterson Institute of Natural History, lit a light bulb 
in my mind: he deserved a nomination! He quickly 
sent me his amazing resume and that led to NAI 
Great Lakes Region 4’s highest honor, 
Distinguished Professional Interpreter in 2010 and 
NAI National’s Outstanding Senior/Retired 
Interpreter in 2011. I loved that the former was 
bestowed in in his home state and the latter in 
Minnesota, where he had earned his master’s 
degree. 
 
With his resume, Steve added, “When I do die, it 
will be appreciated if you use the attached to 
select a few items for a brief note for NAI 
publication.” 
 
Why would he say this?! 
 
Tragically, the year before, at age 58, Steve was 
blindsided with the diagnosis of cancer (multiple 
myeloma). He was thankful that he was eligible to 
retire and become an extremely active volunteer. 
In fact, Steve once told me, though he retired, he 
didn’t really retire; he just quit earning money. 
 
 
 
 
 

I 

Steven Joel Mueller  
a.k.a. Ranger Steve 
       1950-2022 
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Let’s rewind… 
Like so many of us, nature fascinated little Stevie 
before age 5. He recalls catching a turtle and 
climbing a tree to investigate a squirrel nest. A 
move to the city’s edge put his family near more 
natural areas and he explored with gusto. Cub and 
Boy Scouts immersed him even more. To his 
horror, when new homes were built, he witnessed 
habitat destruction for the first time. 
 
At age 8, Steve’s family trip to national parks 
changed his life: he decided to become a park 
ranger. 
 
While attending Central Michigan University, Steve 
honed his naturalist skills working summers at 
Traverse City State Park. How about this: he 
carried a lighter course load so he could spend 15 
hours a week exploring nature on his own! Thus, 
he graduated at the advanced age of 25. 
 
Steve termed his life as nomadic: 
He taught high school biology in Kentucky, then 
Wisconsin, and earned his master’s at Bemidgi 
State in Minnesota. He “rangered” during 
summers at Bryce Canyon National Park in Utah 
before, during, and after. After three years as 
professor at then unstable and now defunct Jordan 
College in Michigan, he took a leap of faith to 
Morningside for Florida’s butterflies. As mentioned 
previously, he recalculated after only one summer 
and returned home to first teach high school then 
instruct as adjunct at various colleges. Howard 
Christenson Nature Center provided the 
opportunity to direct environmental education & 
interpretation for almost 20 years, but that ended 
because of school district financial issues. He 
finished his career in 2008 at Wittenbach/Wege 
Agri-science/Environmental Center because the 
dreaded C word arrived. 
 
Steve volunteered a great deal, especially early on. 
Here’s a sample: butterfly & moth research at 
Bryce Canyon National Park and editor of 
Michigan's North American Butterfly Count. He 
stayed active in various organizations, including 

boards, offices, and committees. Some sought his 
expertise and wisdom as a consultant. 
In 1979, Steve purchased seven acres near their 
home and christened it Ody Brook Sanctuary, 
(named after their favorite dog). This “bird & 
butterfly hotspot” since grew to 61 acres. Species 
lists are incomplete but include: 319 plants, 135 
birds, 62 butterflies, 29 mammals, 25 fungi, 8 
reptiles, 7 amphibians, and 5 fish. He detested “No 
Trespassing” signs and welcomed visitors (with 
permission). College earned credits. Not long ago, 
he placed on conservation easement on the 
property so it will be protected for perpetuity. 
 
Steve’s bibliography of popular and scientific 
natural history writing, and list of photography 
awards is extensive…pages and pages His “Nature 
Niche” articles graced his community’s Cedar 
Springs Post newspaper and a handful of other 
publications, including this newsletter. 
 
Unfortunately, the only significant time we spent 
together was as roommates at NAI national 
conference in Reno in 2013. You probably know 
how hectic those are and how we run on 
adrenaline…and coffee. We didn’t really visit much 
until the conference had officially ended when we 
ate, then hung out for several hours, in a Mexican 
restaurant. 

Steve Mueller awarded the 2014 IN Section 

Thomas Say Award of Excellence. 
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What should I say about his battle with cancer? 
Due to medicine, treatment, and tenacity, he 
survived many more years than usual but fell short 
of his goal of age 75 (his 72nd birthday is August 
13th). In Reno, after we brushed our teeth each 
morn, I took my pill for cholesterol, and he took his 
chemo pill. 
 
Thomas Say is often referred to as “the Father of 
Descriptive Entomology in the United States.” 
Although an all-around naturalist, Steve had a 
strong focus on insects, butterflies especially. Mr. 
Say had a much easier time discovering new 
species in the early 1800s but Steve managed to 
find one in well-explored Bryce Canyon—the 
Brilliant Virgin Tiger Moth (at the same site he had 
exchanged wedding vows 23 years prior!). With 
this significant entomological connection, I judged 
him the perfect candidate for our 2014 INS Thomas 
Say Naturalist Award of Excellence when we would 
meet Colorado, the state east of his beloved Utah. 
The committee agreed, but I had to accept on his 
behalf in in Denver because cancer issues 
grounded him. 

 
Although modest 
Steve never sought 
glory, I believe he 
deeply appreciated 
these (and his other) 
recognitions. It was 
my honor to serve as 
the catalyst for three 
from NAI. 
 
I’d hoped I’d see 
Steve again when our 
region met in 
Traverse City, 
Michigan in 2018, but 
that did not work out. 
Then the pandemic 
stopped me from a 
personal visit. 
 
Steve’s courage, 

grace, and good humor will forever inspire me. 
And at our national conference in Cleveland, I’ll be 
thinking about him. 
Perhaps he’ll take a break from cataloging 
Heaven’s lepidoptera (and angels?!) and watch 
from above? 
 

Postscript: On my behalf, his daughter Julianne 

asked her mom Karen about the origin of prefix 
“Ranger.” According to Karen, circa 1989, “He 
wanted to create an identity that would be 
memorable and fit his passion for exploration and 
conservation.” 
For more about Ranger Steve: 
https://cedarspringspost.com/2022/06/24/ranger-
steve-mueller-answers-the-call/  
 
https://obits.mlive.com/us/obituaries/grandrapids
/name/steven-mueller-
obituary?pid=202227206&fbclid=IwAR1we3jBoSr6
mkz32eM1MJnMaXfdjv2Smr-m-
R9fQ5CiCnjJszf5dJM3WXE  

 
 

Steve Mueller (left) with his 2011 Outstanding Senior/Retired Award.  

Also, Ray Novotny (center) and Larry Beck (right). 
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https://obits.mlive.com/us/obituaries/grandrapids/name/steven-mueller-obituary?pid=202227206&fbclid=IwAR1we3jBoSr6mkz32eM1MJnMaXfdjv2Smr-m-R9fQ5CiCnjJszf5dJM3WXE
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Halloween Resources  Halloween Resources 

 

 

 

Planning a nature-related Halloween event 
at your site? Here are a few resources that 
might help with the animals, history, and 
crafts for this popular event. 
 

Halloween Origins and Traditions:  
- Halloween History (History.com)    
- Halloween History (National Geographic)  
- Halloween History (Good Housekeeping)  
 

Bats: 
- Taking Back Halloween for Bats (BCI)  
- Bats as Halloween Symbols   
- History of Halloween Bats   
- Vampire Bats Challenges of Consuming Blood   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Owls: 
- Owls as Halloween Symbols   
- Why Owls are Symbols of Halloween    
 

Spiders:  
- Spider Superstitions on Halloween   
- Why Spiders are Associated to Halloween    
 

Black Cats:  
- Black Cat Superstitions (History.com)   
- Black Cats and Halloween   
 

Halloween Animals: 
- Animals Associated with Halloween   
- Halloween Animals   
- Spiders and Other Halloween Animals   
- Animals that Symbolize Halloween   
 

Halloween Activities 
- Halloween Nature Activities   
- Halloween Crafts and Activities   
- Halloween Nature Crafts  

 

  What Is It Answer 
 

his member of the carrot family Apiaceae, this was introduced to 
the US from Eurasia and has spread across most of the lower 48 US 
states. Often confused for the poisonous Hemlock plant, Queen 

Anne’s Lace (Daucus carota) is considered a noxious weed that is 
difficult to control. Others use the fresh or dried flower stalks in floral 
arrangements. Cultivated carrot was developed long ago from this wild 
original. The plant creates many chemicals ranging from toxic to 
medicinal to skin-irritating. 
A myth says the purplish flower at the center is a drop of blood shed 
when "Queen Anne" pricked herself while making the "lace." In reality, 
that small flower attracts insect pollinators. The seeds can stay viable 
for up to 5 years. 

          Maps and Sources: MO Dept. of Conservation ; USDA  
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Halloween Resources 
By John Miller 
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What Is It? ANSWER: Queen Anne’s Lace 

Image & Text credit: MO Dept. of Conservation 

https://www.history.com/topics/halloween/history-of-halloween
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/article/101029-halloween-costumes-ideas-history-science-nation
https://www.batcon.org/article/taking-back-halloween/
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2019/10/8562966/bats-halloween-symbol-origin
https://holidappy.com/holidays/the-history-of-halloween-bats
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2313214-vampire-bats-adapted-to-drinking-blood-by-shedding-several-genes/#:~:text=Living%20on%20blood%20is%20challenging,in%20blood%20during%20each%20meal
https://www.prestigeonline.com/th/pursuits/art-culture/why-owls-are-a-spooky-symbol-of-halloween/
https://www.jcehrlich.com/blog/spiders-a-web-of-superstitions-on-halloween/
https://www.rovepestcontrol.com/why-are-spiders-associated-with-halloween/
https://www.history.com/news/black-cats-superstitions
https://www.thewildest.com/cat-lifestyle/black-cats-and-halloween
https://www.reference.com/pets-animals/animals-associated-with-halloween
https://www.thedodo.com/dodowell/halloween-animals
https://www.gladhillservices.com/blog-gladhill-services-pest-prevention/2018/3/5/why-are-spiders-associated-with-halloween
https://halloween.com/2010/animals-that-symbolize-halloween/
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/10/halloween-nature-activities-crafts/
https://childsplayabc.wordpress.com/2021/10/20/10-halloween-activities-crafts-and-games/
https://craftingagreenworld.com/articles/13-halloween-nature-crafts/
https://mdc.mo.gov/discover-nature/field-guide/queen-annes-lace-wild-carrot
https://adminplants.sc.egov.usda.gov/java/profile?symbol=DACA6


 

Phobias 
 

s interpreters, we sometimes encounter 
visitors who express a phobia of something 
related to nature at our work or facility. It is 

important to remember that phobia and fear are 
not the same thing.  
 

Kara-Marie Hall, RN with GoodRx says; 
Although fears and phobias are closely related, 
they have key differences as well.  
Fear is a natural emotional reaction when you 
believe there is a real and imminent danger. For 
instance, it makes sense to become scared in the 
midst of a lightning storm. In fact, this fear 
prepares you to take cover and gather emergency 
supplies. Your fear lasts until the storm is over.  
A phobia is a type of anxiety disorder. Phobias 
trigger overwhelming anxiety even when it’s clear 
you aren’t in danger. For example, just seeing a 
spider on TV can make you very anxious if you have 
arachnophobia. 
 

It is a good practice to let audiences know what to 
expect when using items that might be associated 

with a strong phobia. While we are not therapists, 
we can often help people to become less stressed 
by making sure your audiences know what to 
expect before exposure to unexpected items. This 
is a type of imaginal exposure that allows your 
visitors to prepare their thoughts of the situation. 
We often jump to the direct exposure such as 
touching when it comes to touching a live animal or 
put in a situation like public speaking. We have 
often seen the direct exposure have positive 
results, but we need to be careful when doing it. If 
both types of exposure are used together, 
references from several therapists, indicate that a 
90% success rate can be achieved. So, talk, 
preview, and then show off the bird, snake, or 
insect. The result will be better engagement and 
connections to your visitors. 
 
More information about fear vs phobia, go to 
https://www.goodrx.com/health-topic/mental-
health/fear-vs-phobia.  

 
 

Anthrophobia: Fear of flowers 
Arachnophobia: Fear of spiders 
Astrophobia: Fear of outer space 
Bacteriophobia: Fear of bacteria 
Barophobia: Fear of gravity 
Batrachophobia: Fear of amphibians 
Botanophobia: Fear of plants 
Chionophobia: Fear of snow 
Cynophobia: Fear of dogs 
Dendrophobia: Fear of trees 
Elurophobia: Fear of cats 
Emetophobia: Fear of vomiting 
Entomophobia: Fear of insects 
Equinophobia: Fear of horses 
Glossophobia: Fear of speaking in public 
Heliophobia: Fear of the sun 
Hemophobia: Fear of blood 

Herpetophobia: Fear of reptiles 
Hydrophobia: Fear of water 
Lilapsophobia: Fear of tornadoes and 
hurricanes 
Necrophobia: Fear of death or dead things 
Nyctophobia: Fear of the dark 
Ombrophobia: Fear of rain 
Ophidiophobia: Fear of snakes 
Ornithophobia: Fear of birds 
Osmophobia: Fear of smells 
Pteridophobia: Fear of ferns 
Samhainophobia: Fear of Halloween 
Selenophobia: Fear of the moon 
Thalassophobia: Fear of the ocean 
Trichophobia: Fear of hair 
Verminophobia: Fear of germs 
Zoophobia: Fear of animals 

 

A 

Phobia vs Fear 
By John Miller 
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Nature-related Phobias 
 

https://www.goodrx.com/health-topic/mental-health/fear-vs-phobia
https://www.goodrx.com/health-topic/mental-health/fear-vs-phobia

